
TTalking Pictures 
� 
� 
The girl with two heads is two girls, really, who share the 
same trunk.  They sit at the feet of  the talk-show host 
playing with My Little Pony.    What makes me cry isn't the 
thought of  what will come of  them, but the total satisfaction 
they take in the toy.  What will come of  me?  In two more 
days I'll take my next big step.  Goals were defined, a job I 
knew how to do.  I went to the grocery store, broke bottles of  
liquor and shouted, "there are devils in my brain."  A whole 
world opened up for me on the road home.  Drugs come 
over the border.  Everyday has the same drugged look in 
this heat.  Tiny dots, tiny bits of  experience.  I couldn't yet 
think of  what I had to think of.  The landscape was ruined, in 
a sense, by the insistence on looking for landscape .  The 
image didn't stick; the thought of  the image did.  Everything 
was art while we were moving;  when the car died the place 
resumed production.  There are chickens for eating bred 
beakless.  I met the farmer who grows the corn that feeds 
them.  In the city it's never like that.  Capitalists eat their 
young.  When the border closes, drugs are tunneled under.  
Oh, the small comforts we need!  What was it the drunk said 
before she leaned against and slid down the face of  the 
refrigerator?    My dreams—episodes really—images set 
outside of  narrative will spread their meaning by signs & 
warnings that they alone understand.    Think back to what it 
was like to hold a little clay something and believe "this 
holds all the pleasure in the world."  It's as if  two minds 
were at work at the same time:  one said, "you made those 
feet of  clay;" the other said, "now walk a mile in them."  I 
can't say they weren't talking to each other. 
 

sometimes we worry  
� 
� 
the odds against one in six babies.  & one in ten babies.  one in 
two babies, especially if  they're boys.  to babies of  mothers over 
thirty, of  mothers & fathers whose mothers both caused long 
suffering, then suffered long deadly causes.  to babies whose 
parents first smoked dope, then made an addiction of  worry.  
smoke sifts in from the rooms below.  birds shit in the attic.  dust 
& asbestos cling to the air vents, to the ceiling of  the basement.  
the floor boards' inconsistent grooves split.  that indistinct 
howling: cats or kids?  kids' faces on the faces of  milk cartons, on 
TV, especially if  they're statistics.  or maybe they were born too 
early, then went away, then came back.  when it's humid, like 
now, they congregate under the streetlights & tell cruel jokes 
generations old, genetically encoded, culturally scripted.  ones 
about babies, dead like them.  new graffiti down the street on 
someone else's fence.  signals battle for our attention.  no one 
notices the missing until one is reminded. last year the neighbors 
found small arms in the back of  a truck.  legs were under the 
house.  headless shadows under the trees imagine the pieces 
coming together.  sometimes misread, other times miscarried.  
the numbers lie, but still the future forms around them. 
 

from the series, J & J 
 
Fog settles heavy over the fields.  From the dripping grass on up, 
the world is blind & damp & Jack & Jill wander lost.  They are not 
far from where they should be, but they think they’ve missed the 
well by miles.  The circle they’ve been walking in slowly extends 
outward.   They find themselves in a wood.  Thick fog replaced by 
thick forest.  A thin thread of  a path unspools into it.   
� 
What should they do?   
� 
Squinting into the white distance, they see nothing for them to go 
back to. They turn to the path, which is sometimes not a path at 
all, each grasping onto the pail’s thin handle, ensuring the 
distance between them.   
� 
Perhaps this is a mistake.   
� 
“I know,” says Jack, “let’s puncture the bucket and fill it with 
seeds & leave a trail behind us.”  Jill smirks, “You dummy.  Once 
we’re at the well we’ll have to fix it.  & you don’t have a twig, or a 
knife to cut it, or a stone to sharpen the knife with.”  Jack stuffs a 
hand into his empty pocket.  “But I do have a hole.”  His pinky 
wriggles out.  They search for seeds on the bushes around them.  
A growing swarm of  hungry looking birds makes them think 
better of  it.  They consider bending branches, but recent storms 
had left the woods ravaged.  There is nothing but the path they 
walk along, which seems to be swallowed up at both ends.   
� 
Wherever they stop, all they know is that they are here, 
surrounded by hoots, snaps, and howls.   
� 
Then, an ancient farmhouse that stands where a farm was before 
the woods reclaimed the fields.  An old lady peers out the 
window.  For a long time, everyone stares at everyone else.  Jack 
& Jill are tired, & they are hungry, & there is work to be done. 
They come to an agreement.  While their damp clothes dry by the 
warm stove, Jack & Jill ball twine, sort different sized screws, & 
stack wood nearly to the ceiling.  The bucket sits in a corner. 
Jack & Jill feel the distance between them dissolve. Standing 
outside the cottage, the old lady peers in through the window.  
She has no designs on the two, but as she watches them work, 
rest, eat, the firelight lapping at their young skins, she imagines 
innumerable different lives for them.  Some of  them go like this. 
 

From the series, J & J 
 
* 
 
Looking up he shakes his head: the pitch more steep  
than he’d thought, the rain-soaked grass  
a slick mat, & plus he has no shoes.   
What’s so damn special about a hilltop? 
Place the well on level ground, he thinks, & the village  
would have water for decades.  But that girl keeps  
insisting. It’s what they’d always done. Up  
the hill, over & over, endlessly for ages. 
All those falling boys & girls wedded 
to tradition. Jack sighs.  Will he fall prey 
to that vision?  Her bare legs, torn smock, the way 
the soot smudging her cheekbone almost seems 
embedded. 
Her curved fingers hooking the handle of  the pail. 
Her lips, slightly pouting, swelling like a hill.   
 

* 
 
Although he put no stock in coincidence, often Jack 
felt larger powers at work.  Take Jill 
For instance.  Why did she complain of  thirst when water 
Was clearly at hand?  Why, when they were at the hill, 
did Jill feel urged to give voice to her need?  “Fetch.” 
Jack felt like a dog, but a good dog, & he complied.  Tumble 
� 
Up the hill & back. He might just get a tumble, 
She thinks, as she eyes the thighs of  Jack 
stride bravely against gravity. A few inches higher. Fetching, 
though he’s a somewhat homely lad.  & while Jill 
entertained her dirty thoughts, Jack picked his way downhill, 
then on one knee presented with a flourish the water. 
� 
What followed, followed the force of  the elemental: water, 
Earth, the burning sun, and the blood hotter still.  Did he tumble 
Onto her, or was it she onto him, when they crashed to the hill- 
Side doused with their own doing? The bucket burst & Jack 
Furiously flung his wet clothes off.  Or was it Jill, 
Drenched, who first stood naked?  They had to fetch 
� 
Their wet clothes quickly so that Jack could fetch 
A condom.  What followed after that is now water 
Under the bridge: second thoughts were Jill’s 
Second nature, & a kind of  terror began to tumble 
Through her mind. Who the hell is this boy Jack, 
Anyway?  What made me think he’s worth a hill 
� 
Of  beans in the first place?  This is one hell 
Of  a mess! I mean, me. That boy. It’s so far-fetched 
I could retch.  Nearby, smiling Jack, 
not a little surprised at his good fortune, began to water 
His own ego, never suspecting he could tumble 
From his peak at any minute.  He whispered, “Jill,” 
� 
Into her neck, wanting to be tender.  This snapped Jill 
Out of  her reverie of  doom.  She felt the sunlight, felt the hill, 
Felt the drying sweat on her skin; she felt her terror tumble 
Away & felt her power returning.  Turning she said, “Fetch.” 
& the boy at once knew his place & task: water. 
Before he fell too far she called again:  "Jack.” 
� 
She really didn't want to toss water on his fire. "Jack," 
Jill said, "that was nice." The words at first were hard to fetch, 
Though when she did they tumbled from her lips like children 
down a hill. 
 

* 
 
Aches, bunions, corns doctors examined. 
Festering grumble held intact.  Jack’s karyo- 
Lymph manifested nearly orphic pain.  Qualified 
Radial sensors targeted unusual veins, while 
X-rays Y-chromosomes zapped.  Zones yielded 
xeric weltschmerz , vast  unrequited temporal  
sadness: restless, quivering, perpetually  
overwhelmed, needing menstrual love.   
Kind Jill, indigent heroine, gracious 
Faun, eased despair. Calm brow arched.  
 

Ecce Homo 
� 

Clark Kent is how Superman views us. . . .  
Clark Kent is Superman's critique of  
the whole human race.  
  --Kill Bill, Vol. 2 

� 
Though after many years he determined  
he was, in fact, Clark Kent.  A suit & tie  
suited his skin & he looked forward 
� 
to unfastening his collar at day’s end, 
deadlines excitement enough.  
The other blue suit, its S stretched out, 
� 
sagged on a hanger then gave itself  up 
to moths.  Otherwise, Lois had been 
a very attentive wife. He didn’t 
� 
miss it a bit, he reminded himself  
when he mistakenly reached for the space 
it filled.  So many spaces he now 
� 
finds empty.  First Lois, then Jimmy 
who rose so impressively through the ranks 
till they found him unresponsive at his 
� 
editor’s desk.  Even the villains  
just got pathetic as they got infirm. 
The decades flew past turning like TV knobs 
� 
making pictures that made no sense,  
& the knobs were replaced with touchpads  
& the pixels they evoked moved faster  
� 
than even his eyes could catch. 
He’d have given up his sight 
long ago, having watched  
� 
the tumors that killed his wife  
multiply under her skin. That's when 
he finally understood too late: to be human  
� 
is to be truly helpless.  Now he watches 
the city crawl through the window 
of  his tiny apartment. Crime occurs, but mostly 
� 
it involves spreadsheets & corporate  
plunder. The housekeeper does her part 
tidying the rooms while he sits 
  
unmoving before the glass. 
Humorless, yes, but never ill-tempered, 
She thinks.  Quiet.  Not in the least demanding. 
   
A good boss.  He pays well enough &  
There’s little to do but dust the books 
He doesn’t read, water the plants, 
� 
pick up plates & serve the tea he refuses  
to make himself.  In an old, stained pot:  
two bags of  Earl Gray, milk, & that 
� 
sweetener he keeps in a thick metal box. 
Funny stuff. It tastes grainy, like dirt, 
not sweet at all.  He insists it’s for his diabetes. 
� 
I don’t think it’s making him better.   
I think he’s looking paler, & that tremor’s  
getting worse.  Pity.  I bet he was once 
� 
quite handsome & strong.  A man among men. 
He really should get out more. 
The world would do him some good. 
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